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This game can be played in 4 sessions, with each session being 3-4 hours. It is a great way to introduce new
party members to each other, and makes an excellent
story seed for an ongoing campaign.

“Each of the four foes holds the key to the
other’s demise.”
This adventure provides a great premise to start a new group, and to introduce the
PCs to each other. It also provides a recurring theme that will take Level 1 characters
nine more levels to complete.
Each PC spends the night at a different inn. In the morning, they all regain
conciousness in a jail cell. Having never met
each other, the PCs are forced to form an alliance. “Who teleported us here, and why?”.
“How do we escape?”.
The party ﬁnds themselves in the lair
of a quartet of ill-tempered outlaws: a disgraced knight, a necromancer, an assassin,
and a shadow priest. The ‘four foes’ have
plenty of minion guards. These four evil-doers are capturing unwitting travelers through
teleportation as they sleep, and siphoning
their essence into a “death gate”. When
1,000 souls are captured and stored, the
outlaws intend to summon an other-planar
being to do their bidding.
Of course, none of the brigands trusts
each other. The shadow priest has a magic
item that will immobilize the assassin, if the
need arises. The assassin has a chisel that
negates the wizard’s arcane spells, that he
keeps hidden. The wizard has an instrument
that stuns, then weakens the ﬁghter, in case
of confrontation. And the ﬁghter has an item
that will blind and silence the shadow priest,
that he keeps on him at all times. If the PCs
can learn this, they can use it to their advantage to take on the ‘four foes’ one at a time.
Inside the cell with the party is a skeleton. A brief search of the corpse reveals a

diary. In this book, the deceased adventurer
writes about being teleported into this jail
cell numerous times, with his comrades. He
describes escaping this dungeon by climbing through a pit of sand, and making plans
to defeat “the 4 foes”. Of course, it doesn’t
say how, except for some cryptic clues about
a glass shattering ritual, and an harmonic
hammer. The diary warns against “taking
the southern corridor”, which resulted in
losing his entire party. It also eludes to a giant cage, which he escapes by shrinking to
the size of a mouse, and ﬁtting between the
bars. He talks about escaping a second time
through a labyrinth of blades. After escaping, he was teleported into the jail cell again.
On his third abduction, he escaped the jail
cell by playing a ruse on the guards. In his
wanderings through the dungeon, he came
across a chasm ﬁlled with a river of molten lava. It does not say how he crossed it.
Across the chasm he stumbled upon a huge,
glowing glass cylander. It seemed to radiate
dark magic. Perhaps his mind was just playing tricks on him, but the thought he saw the
faces of his friends inside the jar.
The PCs can smell food as they sit
in the jail cell. However, the guards do not
bring the party nourishment. The party has
no food, and keeps getting a -2 for each 8
hours spent without eating. The ﬁrst and
only opportunity to eat is in the guard’s
kitchen. It is here that the penalty for starvation will end.
The PCs CAN disguise themselves as
servants. In fact, we’ve included a change
room with plenty of clean robes. The thing
they’ll have to get to enter certain doors is a
talisman (and it keeps the bats away), which
only supervisors have.

There are six cells, and the PCs are in
cell #6. Cell #1 is empty, save for a secret
door that the previous inmates dug through
the masonry; #2 has another band of live and
grumpy adventurers. The PCs can free this
lot, but the rival group will NOT team up,
or cooperate in any way. Instead, the thankless and beligarant group heads straight for
the traps and get clobbered. Cell #5 has one
guy in it. The PCs hear the guards take him
away screaming before they can act. All six
cells have a magic circle on the ground. This
is what teleports the sleepers from different
inns around the country.
Adventurers can simply escape the
dungeon, running away from the four foes.
However, the PCs soon ﬁnd themselves
teleported into that same old cell again after
a while. Ultimately, the only way to stop
the annoying teleportation abduction from
happening again and again is to destroy the
phylactery, and defeat each one of the four
foes.
By gathering clues, questioning
guards, and eavsdropping on conversations,
the party can ﬁnd the following four magic
items:
The Chisel: This will destroy any
magic circle cast or inscribed by the wizard.
Also destroys the sigils that trip the magic
traps throughout the dungeon. The pcs
should not ﬁnd it when the’re headed for the
exit the ﬁrst time. But they SHOULD ﬁnd it
when heading for the exit the second time.
This item is hidden in a secret drawer under
the assassin’s desk.
The Flute; This will weaken the ﬁghter. The ﬂute is a mundane-looking decoration in an otherwise featureless hallway.

The Mask: This will blind and silence
the cleric, but will also blind and silence one
of the PCs. The ﬁghter keeps it on his person
at all times.
Scroll of Fly paper: this will immobilize the thief. This scroll has been purposely
mislabeled by the priest, and is hidden in
plain view in his library.
When entering the Phylatery, Mirvorikk the Shadow Priest will be there, and the
PCs will witness a prisoner get disintegrated, and his aura is swept into the phylactery.
This is not meant to be destroyed until the
PCs come back. It becomes clear that one of
the PCs will have to sacriﬁce themselves in
order to power up the machine. Or perhaps
those of a certain alignment may ﬁnd another suitable humanoid to sacriﬁce. Either
way, a living being of medium size must
enter the power chamber and grasp both
handles, while someone else ﬂips the switch
at the far end of the room.
The four foes are too powerful to defeat,
even with 6 or 7 players. The PCs must always run. However, with the magic items, it
is possible....
Day 1: escape from prison cell, ﬁght the
guards, perhaps ﬁnd the secret door to library?
day 2: discover hidden library, meet mage,
ﬁght zombies... possibly leave prison area.
ﬁnd out that all four foes mistrust each other
and plant seed for turning them against each
other.
day 3: try to destroy phalactery with glass
shattering ritual while ﬁghting (surviving) vs

death priest, then destroy magic circle with
skill challenge, while ﬁghting thief.
day 4: attempt to escape the dungeon
through the Corridor of Scyths, Labyrinth
of Blades, Chamber of Sands, and Tower of
Echoes.
THE TOWER OF ECHOES:
This is a three level circular room.
There is visible light that is coming from
the roof. Looking up, the PCs can tell that
there is a huge hole in the ceiling, suitable
for escaping this dungeon!!! The PCs ﬁght 4
artillery and 1 controller that shoot down at
them. The stairways
between levels are
blocked by rubble, so
the PCs must climb,
ﬂy, levitate, or use
ropes to travel from
one level to the next.
Each level is 20 feet
overhead, so falling
damage for one level
is 2d10 and for two
levels is 4d10. The
monsters have ﬂying,
so the bad guys have
no problem moving from one level to
another, although they
prefer to be above the
PCs. The monsters
will only enter “toe-to-toe” melee if forced
to do so.
HAZARD: There is a lava lake at the
bottom of this room. Entering the lava (or
falling in, or getting pushed in) causes 5 ﬁre
damage immediately and automatically (no

save), every turn the PC spends in the lava.
This damage should be dealt the instant the
PC enters the lava, and the beginning of
each turn the PC starts in the lava. Escaping
the lava lake requires a climb check (athletics) at DC 20.
HAZARD: This chamber is hot! For
the entire encounter, the PCs must make an
endurance check at the beginning of each
turn (DC 18, but DC 22 if starting turn in
lava). Success means the PC warded off the
heat. Failure means the PC takes ONGOING
2 ﬁre, save ends (stacks). If the PC fails the
save at the end of their turn, at the beginning of their next turn
they will take 2 damage. They will then
roll another endurance
check. Failure means
another ONGOING
2 ﬁre, which stacks
upon the previous 2.
One save at the end of
the turn will negate all
the ﬁre damage. The
damage keeps stacking this way...
THE LABYRINTH
OF BLADES:
This set of mazelike hallways is
trapped. Every square
marked with a symbol
has a pressure plate on the ﬂoor, corresponding to a speciﬁc hallway. Each plate and
hallway is color coded for easy reference.
When any of the pressure plates is triggered,
a giant stone boulder (ala Indiana Jones
and the Temple of Doom) rolls out from the
end of the hallway, immediately moving its

speed of 4. The PCs
know its path and
speed. Roll initiative
for the boulder. On the
boulder’s initiative, it
moves 4 squares again
in the same direction.
When the boulder
reaches the end of a
hallway, it hits a ramp,
reverses course, and
keeps moving. See the
movement example
below.
The pressure
plate can be detected
with passive perception or a perception
check (as a minor action) DC 25. If a PC
successfully discovers a pressure plate, give
that PC a +1 bonus to Perception checks
to ﬁnd the next pressure plate. This bonus
should stack for each pressure plate they
have successfully detected.
Each pressure
plate can be disarmed
with a successful
Thievery check at DC
25. If a PC successfully disarms a pressure
plate, give that PC a
+1 bonus to Thievery
checks to disarm the
next pressure plate.
This bonus should
stack for each pressure
plate they have successfully disarmed.
Obviously, the
PCs are attempting to

move forward through
the maze of hallways
without being run over
by the boulders. The
problem is, by moving
forward quickly, the
party must be careful
to detect and disarm
the trap in the next
hallway. Let the PCs
trigger a few boulders
before they realize
what is going on. Let
them ﬁgure out their
own strategy for escaping the labyrinth.
One strategy could be
to double move every turn, and literally
sprint through the maze as fast as possible.
Another strategy could be to move as slowly
as possible, detecting and disarming each
hallway methodically. Chances are, the party
will choose some plan that uses detection
when the coast is clear, and double moves
when danger is imminent (Especially in
the long hallway at the
end).
THE CORRIDOR
OF SCYTHS:
This long corridor
is ALL DIFFICULT
TERRAIN, and has 36
alcoves. Each alcove
contains a pendulum blade, which
will swing back and
forth when the trap is
triggered. There is a
pressure plate on the

square preceeding the corridor, as well as a
pressure plate every six squares of the corridor. That means there are 7 pressure plates
total.
Perception of DC 24 to detect each
pressure plate. If a PC successfully discovers
a pressure plate, give that PC a +1 bonus to
Perception checks to ﬁnd the next pressure
plate. This bonus should stack for each pressure plate they have successfully detected.
A successful Thievery check DC 24
will disarm one pressure plate. If a PC successfully disarms a pressure plate, give that
PC a +1 bonus to Thievery checks to disarm
the next pressure plate. This bonus should
stack for each pressure plate they have successfully disarmed.
All the blades between the tripped
plate and the end of the hall will trigger if
a single disabling roll is missed, or if a PC
moves onto a pressure plate without disarming it. That means the PCs will have to
successfully detect and disarm 7 pressure
plates in a row to avoid the trap completely.
Its possible that the party may disarm a few
plates before triggering one: in that case,
they are at a tremendous advantage, because
they will only have to deal with navigating
swinging blades in half the corridor.
If a PC is unlucky enough to enter a
square with swinging blades, or is unfortunate enough to be standing on an appropriate square in the corridor when the trap is
triggered, roll an attack: +14 vs AC Hit: 2d6
damage and a secondary attack. Secondary attack +12 vs FORT Hit: target knocked
prone, and take 5 ongoing damage, save
ends.

A character who makes a dungeoneering check DC 25 (minor action) can determine which blades will swing next. A
character can ready an action to attack a pendulum blade (AC 22, other defenses 19; HP
60.) as long as the PC is IN THE SQUARE
or ADJACENT TO THE SQUARE of the
blade he is targeting.Destroying a blade renders that square safe from further attacks by
the swinging blades.
PCs with a movement of 6 can move
only three squares at a time, six if they double move. Remember, only elves can shift in
difﬁcult terrain. All squares marked with a
rune are considered difﬁcult terrain.
There is a logic to the order of the
swinging blades. When the trap is triggered,
the ﬁrst blade swings as an immidiate interrupt. Let the PC who triggered the trap ﬁnish
her turn. Then add the “trap” to the initiative
order just below the PC who triggered the
trap. The second blade swings at this time,
during the trap’s turn. From then on, every
time the trap’s initiative comes up, the next
blade swings. Let the PCs try to ﬁgure out
the order in which the blades activate.
THE CHAMBER OF SANDS:
Upon entering this room, read or paraphrase the following:
“This chamber is round, and has an
arched ceiling about 20 feet high. The obvious doorways are at the North and South
ends of the room. The walls are covered in
bas reliefs of faces, each with a different
expression, and each with an open mouth.
There is circular stone wall in the middle of
this room about ﬁve feet high...”

If the PCs inspect the wall more
closely, they can immediately tell that it is
a well of some sort. Read or paraphrase the
following:
“Peering down the well, you see only
darkness. Hot wind blows up from the well.
Sand sits along the lip of the well’s circular
wall...”
If the PCs inspect the faces on the
walls, read or paraphrase the following:
“Each mouth appears to be the opening for a tube, about two inches in diameter.
The tube appears to slant upward slightly as
it recesses into the wall. The peering into the
tube reveals only darkness...”
If any PC searches the room for traps
or secret doors, let them roll, but give them
this information as an automatic success:
“A huge slab of stone weighing tons is
being held over the Southern door. There is
apparently no trap or trigger near the slab.”
There are very few countermeasures
to defeat this slab of stone, since it weighs
about 100 tons. Propping it up with a wooden beam or similar item would require a
10’ tall beam at least a foot in diameter, and
there is no guarantee how long that would
hold...
The door to the North is trapped.
Since the tripwire lies on the opposite side
of the door, detecting the trap takes a whopping DC 27. It also has a staggering DC 30
to disarm. PCs in the Heroic 3 tier are unlikely to detect and disarm the trap. If they
do, they simply waltz into the next room.

When the PCs attempt to open the
door on the North side of the room, the trap
is triggered. From the mouth holes in the
wall pours sand at an alarming rate, covering the entire ﬂoor and eventually ﬁlling the
room, and potentially suffocating the PCs
and pulling them down into the well. Read
or paraphrase the following:
“The door to the North opens easily, as the sound of a PING reveals a hidden
tripwire. Behind the door you see a crudely
constructed stone wall. This is apparently a
false exit. A stone slab slams down, covering
the door to the South. All the obvious exits
from this room are now blocked, except for
the well in the center of the room. Sand begins to pour out of each mouth on the wall,
creating a grotesque and morbid effect. The
room begins to ﬁll with sand at an alarming
rate. Roll initiative...”
Let the PC who opened the door immediately make a dungeoneering check, DC
20. If successful, the PC notices that this
masonry wall behind the door is newly made
and poorly constructed. It is possible to
knock down the wall with force.
Treat the trap in this room as a skill
challenge. Roll initiative for the trap, and
have all the PCs roll initiative as well. The
PCs may decide to attack the stone slab over
the South door (to no avail), attack the crude
masonry behind the North door (AC 18,
other defenses 20; HP 100), or may attempt
to block the mouths to disrupt the sand ﬂow.
Stopping a mouth is a Dungeoneering or
Nature check at DC 18. Stopping 4 mouths
delays the sand by one round (non-stackable). Covering 16 mouths stops the sand
alltogether.

During the ﬁrst round, the sand makes
all the squares in the room difﬁcult terrain, and is only a foot deep. At this point
the sand begins to push each PC toward the
well. Treat this as a push 1 (forced movement) one square toward the well.
During the second round, the sand is
5 feet deep. It has now breached the wall
around the well, and sand begins to pour
into the shaft. The sand pushes each PC toward the well. Treat this as a push 1 (forced
movement) one square toward the well.
During the third round, the sand is
10 feet deep. It continues to ﬂow into the
well. The door to the North is covered at this
point, so attacking it takes a whopping -5
to rolls. The sands push each PC toward the
well. Treat this as a push 2 (forced movement) toward the well. Any PC starting their
turn adjacent to the well is pulled in, and
falls down the shaft (successful save means
the PC is knocked prone at the edge.) At the
beginning of their turn, all PCs must make
an endurance check DC15 or become immobilized. A check result of 9 or below means
the PC is partially buried, and takes a -4
penalty on all future endurance checks until
he successfully moves.
During the fourth round, the sand is
15 feet deep. Attacking the door is now at a
staggering -10 to rolls. The sands push each
PC toward the well. Treat this as a push 2
(forced movement) toward the well. Any
PC starting their turn adjacent to the well is
pulled in, and falls down the shaft (successful save means the PC is knocked prone at
the edge.) At the beginning of their turn, all
PCs must make an endurance check DC17
or become immobilized. A check result of 9
or below means the PC is partially buried,

and takes a -4 penalty on all future endurance checks until he successfully moves.
At the top of the ﬁfth round, the entire
room is ﬁlled, immobilizing (burying) any
remaining PCs (NO SAVE!). The PCs must
now hold their breath. The sand begins to
empty from the room as it pours down the
well, but the pace is slow (think of an hourglass). In 10 rounds, the PCs will be able to
breathe again. However, the sand ﬂow forces
all remaining PCs down the well, and into
the Cage of Thorns.
THE SLANTED HALLWAY:
The original concept for this trap is
found in the Tomb of Horrors. But this one
has a twist. Instead of dumping the PCs into
elemental ﬂame, it simply drops them onto a
greased, downward sloping shaft that leads
to a cage on the lower level.
The Hallway is 12 squares long.
When a PC reaches the 7th square (just
past the midpoint) the hallway slants, and
everyone begins to slide toward the end
of the hallway. When the trap is triggered,
treat it as an immidiate interrupt. It’s a DC
15 Athletics check to hold your position.
Failing the check slides the PC two squares
toward the end of the corridor. On the PCs
turn, have him make a climb check DC 15
to move toward safely. However, add 2 to
the DC for each square past the midpoint. In
other words, square 7 is DC 17, square 8 is
DC 19, square 9 is DC 21, square 10 is DC
23, square 11 is DC 25, and square 12 is DC
27. Remember, a failed roll moves the PC
two more squares toward danger.
If another TWO PCs hold a rope from
the safety of the neighboring corridor, give
the climbing PC a +5 to rolls.
Let a PC attempt to aid another party

member. This will take a delayed action, and
will give the beneﬁt of a +2.
THE FROZEN CORRIDOR:
This room is not “trapped” per se, but
instead has a frozen sheet of ice for a ﬂoor.
When 300 pounds of weight is placed on the
ﬂoor, it will crack, fall to pieces, and tumble
down a dark shaft.
Dungeoneering or Nature check DC
22 to realize about how much weight the
ﬂoor can take before breaking.
When the ﬂoor break is triggered,
treat it as an immidiate interrupt. All PCs
who pass a REFLEX roll of DC 16 can
make a ﬂat footed leap to attempt to grab
the wall or jump through and open door.
(Athletics: Climb Check DC 15 to grab a
handhold on the wall. During the PCs next
turn she can Climb toward the door. If both
doors to this room are closed, that limits the
party’s options to the walls only, since there
are no door handles. Remember, jumping
without a running start is an Athletics check
divided by ten to determine the number of
squares jumped. If a PC has a feat or power
that allows them to do a standing jump as if
they’d had a running start, then divide the
above Athletics check by 5 instead. The distance of this leap is not limited by the PCs
movement speed.
Those PCs that did not secure themselves with a rope, who do not have ﬂying,
or some other means begin to fall down a
dark shaft. Allow PCs with action point an
additional action or check to grab an adjacent falling PC.

